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5BO8PHY - Thermodynamics and Statistical Mechanics
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PART _ A

short answer questions. Answer ail questions. Each carries one marK.
1. State ZeroIh law of thermodynamics.

2. What do you mean by quasistatic process ?

3. State Kirchoff,s iaw of radiation.

4. On what all factors internal energy of a real gas depends ?

5. write craussius statement of second raw of thermodynamics.

t 
Hi::js 

a cyclic process ? what is the change in internat energy in a cyctic
(6x1=$)

PART _ B

short Essay questions' Answer any six questions. Each carries two Marks :

7' Distinguish between microscopic point of view and macroscopic pornt of iriew.
8' what are state functions and path functions ? Give one example for each"
9' obtain the pressure-volume relation for quasistatic adiabatic process of anideal gas.

10' Briefry exprain different sirokes in a Gasorine engrne.
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11. Explain Carnot cycle"

12. Fxplain the principle of increase of entropy.

13' write four lVlaxwell's eguations connecting thermodynamic coo'dinates.
14. what are bosons and fermions ? Give exampres for each t 6x2=12)

PART _ C
Probrems' Answer any four questions. Each carries three Marks :

15' calculate the-temperature at which a perfecfly blacj< body radiates at the rate
,"J;ryfirX-(stefan's 

constant = 5 67 x ro-dwm:tK ;-i{;dt surroundins

15' Determine the- internal enllrgy of one mole of an ideal monoatomic gas at 2T"c(Universal gas constant R = A.St + .tmot--1K. l' 
'

17' A carnot unqll* is working between temperatures 27'c and 227"C.Find theefficiency of the engine.

'u fi:;l;**he 
expression for efficiency of a ca'not engine direcuy from a TS

19' 2 kg of water at 30"c is mixed with 4 kg of water at s0"c. under adiabaticconditions' Determine the increase in en-tropy of the universe (specific heatcapacity of water = 41g6 Jkg-r6-t;. -rr -

20. Find the rms speed of oxygen molecules at 27.C. {4x3=12}

PART _ D
Long Essay. Answer any two questions. Each carries five rnarks :tt 

,?xnff:?-?"rcept 
of temperature Exprain the principre of idear gas

22' Derive the expression for workdone in.changing the volume of a hydrostaticsystem. Exprain the reration between pv Jiadram and work done.
State and prove Carnot's theorem and its corollary.
a) Explain four thermodynamic potentials.
b) Explain Joule-Thornson expansron.

23.

24.

(2x5=10)


